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"Libby and Cory
truly deserve to
be parents, and
any child will be
lucky to have
them in their life."
- Angie, friend of Cory & Libby

Since we got married, we’ve wanted to start a family. We
even purchased our house with the intention of needing
the extra space. Life plans change, but our family goals
haven't. We know that families can be created in many
ways, and that brought us to adoption - and to you!
We’re so honored and privileged that you are taking
the time to look at our book. We hope you’ll see that
we’re a loving, caring, often silly, but always thoughtful
couple that would be the perfect fit for your child.

thoughts on libby by Cory
"She happily
strikes up
conversations
with strangers
and acts as my
Libby loves being social and meeting new people. Though I am
own personal
shy, as an artist I need to attend networking events and gallery
hype man. She
openings. If I have Libby with me, she happily strikes up
conversations with strangers and acts as my own personal hype is my biggest
champion."
man. She is my biggest champion.
When I first met Libby, we discovered we both had family in the
same town in Kansas and that they lived within blocks of each
other! As kids visiting Kansas, we would frequent the same
activity center. We like to think that we were there at the same
time (her on the ice rink and me on the bowling lanes).

She is great at planning events and vacations! Every task is
taken care of beforehand so that we can relax and enjoy
ourselves without any worries. She's good at budgeting, planning
healthy meals, and making sure we get enough exercise. She
also knows how to have fun and enjoy life when these things are
all accomplished.
Libby is the best at choosing gifts for people. Whether it is a
purchased item, an experience, or something handmade, it is
always the perfect fit for the recipient. Sometimes it is based on
a casual mention in conversation six months prior and she
remembers!
Nothing gets Libby down for too long. She is the most positive
person I know. Difficulties, frustrations, and disasters are merely
stepping stones on her path forward in life. She makes my world
a better place and brightens the life of everyone she meets.

thoughts on cory by libby
Cory can find joy in the simplest things, like a fluffy robe,
well made mac and cheese, and a terrible Dad joke. His
love of Dad jokes knows no bounds, even when he's the
only one laughing. But that just makes me love him all the
more.
No suggestion is too off the wall for Cory. The thought of a
slightly quirky project brings a glint into his eye that can
light up the room and make anyone share in his
enthusiasm.
I've never met anyone with such an aversion to glitter. It's
impressive he married a glittery figure skater. His
acceptance of that much glitter in his life just makes me
want to give him big, glittery hugs all the time.
After we got engaged, every night before going to sleep
Cory asked if I would marry him. Asking once was not
enough. It was adorable and sweet. Of course I said yes.
188 times.
I knew Cory was special right when we first met. Instead of
a boring "Where do you work" type question he asked
which muppet I related to most. (FYI I said Walter and he
said Bobo the Bear.)
Cory is thoughtful and kind. He possesses a joy that makes
me smile every day. He keeps me from taking myself too
seriously. We laugh a lot. I cannot imagine life without him
and am so grateful that we found each other in life.

"His love of Dad
jokes knows no
bounds, even
when he's the
only one laughing.
But that just
makes me love
him all the more."

You May Also Like...

Looking for more info about Libby and Cory? Explore the following pages to
learn about their unique traditions and amazing dog, Daisy!

Crawfish Boils
These started small with Libby’s family but
have since grown to be quite the
experience! In 2018 the boil was at our
house and we had almost 100 people in
attendance! It was great! While COVID
prevented us from doing a crawfish boil in
2020 and 2021, we’re looking forward to
doing it again soon!

Summer Luau
In 2019 we decided to start a new
tradition with our friends and family: a
luau-inspired celebration. A great time
was had by all and we hope to make it an
annual event once we can all gather
again in large groups.

Peep Dioramas
Every Easter we make centerpieces and
dioramas for dinner that feature Peeps in
all of their glory. Each year has a different
theme. We've done Peeps Gone
Hawaiian, Circus Peeps, NOLA Peeps,...
we've covered a lot of ground. We even
made a Peep Zoom diorama in 2020 so
we could still be connected with our
peeps... (groan. sorry.)

Daisy
We have an adorable dog named Daisy. She is a rescue. We have no idea what
breed she is, but it doesn't matter to us. She's 38 pounds of pure amazingness and
she gets a wee bit spoiled sometimes. She’s great with kids, adults, and other dogs.
Fun Facts About Daisy
• Favorite Food: cheese
• Best Power Move: sad puppy eyes
• Favorite Hobby: chasing squirrels
• Favorite Treat: jerky
• Best Batman: George Clooney
You Might Be Surprised That Daisy
• Has a BFF corgi named Margaret
Thatcher that lives next door
• Didn’t bark for the first 6 months
that we had her
• Is a expert-level sleeper and
morning snuggler
• Doesn’t like long car trips (but
she’s getting better)
• Had her first taste of ice cream in
2020 (spoiler: she loved it!)
You may NOT be surprised to learn
that Daisy is a Hufflepuff like her Dad!

Cory & Libby come with...

We are both close with our families. Libby's parents live about 30 minutes away in
Maryland. Cory's parents and sister live in Las Vegas, Nevada. His brother lives in
Utah. We have aunts, uncles, and cousins across the U.S.

Cory's parents' 50th wedding anniversary

Libby with her parents and aunt

Cory and his brother Todd

Thanksgiving with Cory's family

Hanging with Libby's parents, cousins, and uncle

Libby with her parents

Cory's parents

With friends at our wedding

Friends and "framily" at the crawfish boil

With friends at Disney

Friends & "Framily"
We are lucky enough to
not just have a close
family, but wonderfully
supportive friends. We
also have a close
‘framily’ - a tight circle of
friends that are basically
family. We spend most
major holidays with the
framily; who hosts
depends on the holiday.
"Framily" members with Cory's family

Home & Other Accessories

Cory and Libby come with an amazing house, yard, and neighborhood!
When we first walked into what would become our
home, Cory took one look and said “this is the
one.” He was so right. It’s perfect for us, with
plenty of room for a child too! The 1.01 acre yard
is beloved by our dog and perfect for hosting
friends and family.
Libby can’t wait to get kicked out of her home
office so it can become a nursery. It will make
such a better nursery than office! We already
have the rocking chair Libby’s parents used with
her when she was little - primed and ready to go
for rocking a child to sleep.

Daisy and her BFF Maggie

Our neighborhood is super kid-friendly
and our home is towards the end of a
dead-end street. Several of our
neighbors have young children that
come over to our house to play with
Daisy and the neighbor dog, Maggie.
Other dogs like to visit our yard too for
some play time. It is the perfect
neighborhood for walks or enjoying the
parks and small lakes nearby. There
are great school options nearby as
well.
We live in suburban Maryland, not far
from Washington, D.C. We have
delicious restaurants and access to a
variety of cultural events and
institutions near our house and also
further into D.C. We enjoy taking trips
into the District to visit museums,
explore art galleries and installations,
see friends, and take advantage of the
fun food options the city has to offer.
When not heading into the city, we like
to explore local hiking spots and
outdoor areas. Escaping the city can
be just as fun as being surrounded by
buildings and lights!

Did You Know?
Fun Facts About Libby
• Proudest Accomplishment:
National ice skating medals
• Favorite Children’s Book:
Almost Everybody Farts
• Favorite Ice Cream Flavor:
Chocolate!
• Caffeinated Beverage of Choice:
Chai (hot or cold)
• Best Batman:
Christian Bale

At an Olympic-themed skating practice,
dressed as a mascot

You Might Be Surprised
That Libby:
• Is obsessed with superhero
movies
• Works in a “living museum”
• Is our family's I.T. expert
• Loves musical theater and
slapstick comedy
• Dislikes roller coasters
• Knows every word to Young
MC's "Bust A Move"
• Is a Gryffindor

Enjoying breakfast on our deck

At Universal Studios with Hedwig

Did You Know?
Fun Facts About Cory

Dancing with Daisy

• Proudest Accomplishment:
Bowling "Best Effort" Award
• Favorite Children’s Book:
Dragons Love Tacos
• Favorite Ice Cream Flavor:
Cherry Garcia
• Caffeinated Beverage of Choice:
Coffee with ample sugar and milk
• Best Batman:
Michael Keaton

You Might Be Surprised
That Cory:
With family at a museum in DC

On the Caro-Seuss-el at Universal

• Makes his own ice cream (it’s
delicious!)
• Is beloved by all cats and dogs
• Dislikes cucumbers, and melons
• Cries during movies (to be fair…
mostly Pixar movies)
• Loves roller coasters
• Worked in live theater production
before becoming an artist
• Is a Hufflepuff

Kid Friendly!

These are some parenting things we're most looking forward to sharing
with a child!

Cory
• Building a treehouse, fort, playhouse,
and/or swing set for (or with) a child
• Teaching them how to make things;
cooking, sewing, painting, drawing,
woodworking, sculpting, stories, excuses...
• The fine art of a good/bad knock-knock joke
• Snuggling at bedtime while reading a book

Libby
• Introducing them to the joy of gliding across
the ice
• Making Christmas cookies, jack-o-lanterns,
and Peep-dioramas
• Teaching them how to throw a baseball
• Sharing a good book
• Creating new traditions special to our family

With our newest cousin

Teaching a Learn to Skate lesson

Lifetime Warranty
100%

When it comes to raising a child, we guarantee to:
• Provide a welcoming, supporting space for them to learn and grow.
• Teach them to embrace life - including the silly parts!
• Be a constant presence in their life, through both the highs and the lows.
• Keep them connected to their adoption story.
• Love them with all our hearts. Daisy too.

Cory ready for a dip in the lake, 1980

Libby and her mom, Halloween circa
1980 something...
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